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Abstract: Active surface morphing is a nonintrusive flow control technique that can delay sep-1

aration in laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Most of the experimental studies of such2

control strategy have been carried out in wind tunnels at low Reynolds numbers with costly3

actuators. In contrast, the implementation of such control strategy at low cost for an underwater4

environment remains vastly unexplored. This paper explores active surface morphing at low cost5

and at low Reynolds for underwater applications. We do this with a 3D printed foil submerged6

in a water tunnel. The suction surface of the foil is covered with a magnetoelastic membrane.7

The membrane is actuated via two electromagnets that are positioned inside of the foil. Three8

actuation frequencies (slow, intermediate, fast) are tested and the deformation of the membrane9

is measured with an optosensor. We show that lift increases by 1%, whilst drag decreases by 6%10

at a Strouhal number of 0.3, i.e. at the fast actuation case. We demonstrate that surface actuation11

is applicable to the marine environment through an off the shelf approach, and that this method12

is more economical than existing active surface morphing technologies. Because the actuation13

mechanism is not energy intensive, it is envisioned that it could be applied to marine energy14

devices, boat appendages and AUVs.15

Keywords: Magnetoelastic membrane; surface morphing; flow separation; active control16

1. Introduction17

Flow separation on lifting surfaces such as wings, fins and blades, is often an18

undesirable phenomena that occurs when the boundary layer of a fluid flowing over19

a solid surface loses momentum due to an adverse pressure gradient and hence, the20

streamlines no longer follow the solid contour [1]. When laminar to turbulent transition21

occurs, at moderate Reynolds numbers, the flow reattaches after separation, forming a22

short laminar separation bubble (LSB) on the suction side of the foil [2–5]. Contrarily,23

if the adverse pressure gradient is too high such as at a high angle of attack, the flow24

remains separated [6,7]. Both, the LSB and flow separation, are detrimental to the25

performance of a foil and result in an undesirable increase in drag (D) and, often, in a26

loss in lift (L) too.27

In this paper we are interested in the case where the flow remains detached and28

therefore, the operation of devices that rely on high lift to drag ratios is detrimentally29

affected. In air, such is the case of wind turbines [8,9], aircraft [10] and unmanned30

aerial vehicles (UAVs) [11], whilst in the marine environment examples include tidal31

turbines [12–14], wave cycloidal rotors [15–17], flapping energy harvesters [18], propeller32

blades [19–21] and control surfaces of underwater autonomous vehicles (AUVs) [22,23].33

Because of the negative repercussions and wide range of scenarios where flow separation34

occurs, there has been a vast amount of research and methods developed to prevent or35

minimise flow separation.36

Separation control strategies can be divided into active and passive [24]. Passive37

strategies include leading-edge devices, such as, tubercles [25], vortex generators [26],38
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serrated-trips [27]; mid-chord strategies such as compliant skins [28,29], or near trailing-39

edge devices such as passive flaps that deflect following disturbances of the flow [30,31].40

Passive control strategies are preferred when simplicity is required. Their optimal41

performance, however, is constrained to a narrow frequency range. Some of these42

passive devices can also obstruct the flow and be subject to erosion and biofouling due43

to their intrusive nature.44

In contrast, active control techniques can provide a versatile range of optimum op-45

erational frequencies due to their ability to be tuned during operation [32]. Furthermore,46

they are aero and hydro-dynamically innocuous and can operate only when required.47

Examples of active control for flow separation prevention are wall-normal synthetic jets48

[33], tangential jet blowing [34], circulation control [35,36], plasma actuators [37] and49

oscillating membranes [38]. In these examples, the underlying mechanism to prevent50

flow separation is to increase the flow momentum in the boundary layer.51

Among the aforementioned active control strategies, active oscillating membranes52

have demonstrated to be an effective technology to control flow separation [39–41].53

Because they do not involve orifices that blow or suction fluid, and that could be clogged54

by debris, active oscillating membranes could be ideal for the marine environment.55

However, to the best knowledge of the authors, they have not been developed at low56

cost to prevent flow separation for underwater applications, and a wide range of marine57

applications could benefit from such study. Hence, the underpinning question of this58

work is whether a low cost actively controlled oscillating membrane can be practically59

developed for underwater applications.60

We clarify that although active underwater morphing surfaces have been developed,61

they have been designed for underwater propulsion [42,43] and not for flow separation62

control. Therefore they typically operate at low frequencies and on the full length of the63

membrane. Here, because we want to re-energise the boundary layer locally , we aim64

to develop a system that can operate at localised parts of the membrane and that can65

respond to high enough frequencies that can re-energise the boundary layer.66

Therefore, in this manuscript, we demonstrate the operation of an underwater67

actively controlled membrane through a 3D printed NACA 0025 foil whose suction side68

is covered with an off the shelf polymer magnetoelastic membrane. The membrane69

is actuated locally via two electromagnets positioned inside of the foil. Hence, the70

assembly avoids moving joints and ensures that the electronics remain isolated from the71

environment. The membrane extends about three quarters of the span of the blade and72

is glued to the foil assembly by means of a thin layer of silicon rubber. The assembly is73

tested in a water tunnel. Lift and drag forces are measured at three different actuation74

frequencies.75

The paper is organised as follows. In §2, we introduce the foil assembly, the76

actuation mechanism and the testing rig. In this section, we also present the cost of77

the parts and system. Subsequently, in §3 membrane displacement measurements are78

compared at three actuation frequencies in still air and in running water. We then present79

the lift, drag and lift to drag ratio at three actuation frequencies (slow, intermediate, fast)80

at one angle of attack. Based on these results, we describe the range of applications81

for this type of technology in the marine environment. Finally, in §4 we present the82

conclusions.83

2. Materials and Methods84

2.1. The foil assembly85

We manufactured a rigid foil based on an extruded NACA 0025 profile. The chord86

and the span of the foil were c = 0.20 m and S = 0.40 m, respectively. The foil was 3D87

printed in ABS and had a cavity inside of its body to allocate the electromagnets and88

the optosensor. A side view of a cross section of the foil is shown in figure 1a. In the89

figure, the cavity, the electromagnets, the optosensor and the membrane are illustrated.90

The electromagnets controlled the deformation of the membrane and the optosensor91
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measured the deformation of the membrane. The electromagnets were positioned in92

close proximity to the membrane to generate magnetic pull and to deform the membrane.93

A top view of the physical assembly of the foil (without the membrane) is shown94

in figure 1b. The figure shows the electromagnets and the optosensor. The cavity was95

padded with support foams and wooden spars to support the weight of the membrane.96

The electronic cables of the assembly exited the foil through a lateral orifice. The position97

of the orifice prevented the cables to obstruct the flow on the suction and pressure sides98

of the foil. The orifice was filled with silicon to prevent water flooding of the blade.99

2.2. The membrane100

The membrane used to seal the foil assembly was an off the shelf membrane101

manufactured by KEMET. The membrane is a polymer based magnetoelastic membrane102

designed originally to reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI). The membrane is103

composed of magnetic powder suspended in a flexible polymer material. Due to its104

reduced thickness (0.2 mm) and good stiffness to flexibility ratio, it was ideal for our105

application.106

2.3. Membrane control and deformation measurement107

The deformation of the membrane was controlled by means of a pulse width modu-108

lation (PWM) signal. As shown in figure 2, different PWM duty cycles are equivalent109

to different mean output voltage levels. In the figure, for example, two duty cycles of110

30% and 80% are shown with dotted red and black lines, and their corresponding mean111

output voltages (1.5 and 4 VDC) are highlighted in solid red and black lines, respectively.112

In this example, we note that a 100% duty cycle would be equivalent to 5 VDC.113

We note that the 80% and 30% duty cycles shown in figure 2 are just for illustrative114

purposes. In our experiment, the duty cycles that were used were 100% and 0%, as115

indicated in the PWM routine of the Arduino code provided in the supplementary116

material. In this routine, the PWM value ranges between a byte value of 0 and 255. These117

two duty cycles were used to alternate the voltage supply of the electromagnets and118

therefore, the deformation of the membrane. A high voltage (high duty cycle) equated119

large deformation, whilst a low voltage (low duty cycle) equated reduced deformation.120

The PWM signal was generated with an Arduino UNO microcontoller. The PWM121

signal was connected to an L298N motor driver, which served as the power stepping up122
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Figure 1. a) Side view of blade cross section, with cavitiy covered by the membrane, b) Top view
of final assembly with cavity, electromagnets, optosensor, supporting foams and wooden spars
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unit. The L298N circuit board was powered by an external 12 VDC power supply. We123

note that the polarity of the wiring for the two electromagnets needed to be the same,124

since opposite polarity would have cancelled the magnetic field. Hence, the polarity and125

the pull of the electromagnets was tested before sealing the final assembly.126

The Arduino program used to generate the PWM is included as additional material.127

In the program, the frequency of the actuation is changed by modifying the time delay128

(DT) between the two duty cycles. Three actuation frequencies were tested: slow,129

intermediate and fast, with DT = 1000, 500 and 100 ms, respectively. Different DT yields130

a faster or slower response in the deformation of the membrane, because DT controls131

the speed at which the output voltage of the electromagnet changes. However, the132

relationship between DT and the frequency at which the membrane deformation occurs133

is not known a priori. This is because this relationship is subject to the hardware set up134

and to the throughput of data in the system. Hence, the relationship between DT and135

the frequency of the membrane ( f1, f2, f3) is quantified experimentally in Section 3.2.136

Figure 2. PWM signal with two different duty cycles, 80% and 30% in black and red dotted lines,
respectively. In this example, the maximum output voltage is 5 VDC, hence an 80% duty cycle
provides a mean output value of 4 VDC (solid black line), whilst a 30% duty cycle provides a
mean output value of 1.5 VDC (red solid line. The frequency of actuation of the electromagnet is
controlled by changing the time delay (DT) between the two duty cycle signals.

The deformation of the membrane was measured with a 5V DC Sharp reflective137

sensor. The voltage outputs of the sensor were converted to distances by utilising the138

voltage distance plot provided in the manual of the sensor. The membrane reflective139

side was white to maximise reflection.140

An schematic and an image of the circuit to control the electromagnet and measure141

the output signal of the sensor is shown in figures 3a and 3b. respectively. In the figures,142

the main components are: the Arduino UNO, the L298N H-Bridge printed board, the143

electromagnet and the optosensor. In figure 3a the red and black wires denote positive144

and negative polarity, whilst the brown wire denotes a signal. The external power supply145

depicted in figure 3a is not visible on figure 3b. Ground is common to all components of146

the circuit.147

2.4. Water proofing148

Water proofing of the optosensors and electromagnets was performed to protect149

the electronics in case the cavity was flooded. Hence, the circuitry of the optosensor150

was coated with varnish. Additionally, silicon was used to cover the exposed wiring151

connections inside of the cavity of the foil. We note that during the experiments, the152

operation of the actuation circuit remained in a dry environment. However, water153

proofing allows for wet operation as well.154
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Figure 3. a) Circuit wiring schematic where the red and black wires denote positive and neg-
ative polarity, respectively, and the brown wires denotes a signal; b) image of circuit showing
electromagnet, h-bridge circuit (L298N), arduino UNO, optosensor and power supply. The circuit
controlled the frequency of actuation of the electromagnet and therefore the membrane frequency.

2.5. Cost, safety and power requirements155

The total cost of the actuation system remained below £100. This contrasts other156

surface actuation technologies such as piezoelectric actuators and micro fibre composites157

(MFC), that have higher costs. Besides, these alternative actuation technologies are158

typically not designed to operate under water. As a reference, table 1 shows the detailed159

costs of the actuation mechanism utilised in this work.160

Hence, we consider that the electromagnetic actuator is a good compromise between161

cost and water operability. Additionally, the range of voltages and required power162

to operate this system is low compared to other technologies. Piezoelectric bending163

actuators were found to operate at 60 VDC, whilst MFC required 300 VDC. Since we164

are operating in water, high voltages could become a safety concern. Therefore, further165

to water proofing and providing a common ground to all electronics, we consider that166

the reduced rated power of 3W and low rated voltage of 24 VDC of the electromagnets167

enhance the safety of the experimental tests. At the same time, the system is not energy168

intensive and could be beneficial for energy harvesting devices, as discussed later in §169

3.4.170

Table 1. Table of costs of actively control membrane circuit

Component Cost per unit Quantity

Magnetic membrane £42.90 1
Electromagnet £8.40 2

Optosensor £7.83 1
Arduino UNO £20.40 1

H-bridge motor driver £6.99 1

2.6. The experimental setup171

Figure 4a and figure 4b show an schematic and an image of the experimental172

apparatus, respectively. The rig consisted of a six-mm thick acrylic triangular support,173

which was connected at its lower end to the cable side of a six-axis load cell. The load174

cell was connected to an adaptor piece that held the foil in place. The adaptor had two175

supporting arms that reduced spanwise vibrations of the foil. Load cell measurements176

were sampled at 1000 Hz and data was acquired for 1 minute at low, intermediate and177

fast actuation frequencies. The rig was held in place with two supporting cylinders,178

whose vertical position could be modified to set the submergence depth of the foil.179

The rig and foil were mounted in a free surface water tunnel at the School of180

Engineering Sanderson Laboratory, at the University of Edinburgh. The water tunnel is181

9 m long, 0.4 m wide and 0.9 m high with a flat, horizontal bed. The mean water depth182

was set to 0.5 m and the blade was placed horizontally 0.25 m below the water surface.183
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The span of the foil was sized to fit the width of the flume to promote two-dimensional184

flow.185

Adaptor

Triangular
support

Foil

cylinders
Supporting

Load cell

Load cell cable

Foil

Adaptor

Load cell
Triangular
support

Supporting

cylinders
Load cell cable

Membrane

Membrane

a) b)

Figure 4. a) Experimental rig to hold the blade showing the acrylic triangular support, the load
cell, the adaptor piece and the foil

The final foil assembly with the membrane is shown in figure 5a. The foil was186

surface finished with a coating of matt black paint. The membrane was attached to the187

foil with silicon rubber around its edges and the actuation operation was tested in air188

prior to immersion in water. A side view of the foil assembly in the water tunnel is189

shown in figure 5b. The lateral orifice, from which the cables exiting the foil, is visible in190

figure 5b. Membrane displacements and forces were measured at low, intermediate and191

fast actuation frequencies.192

The normal (Fy) and chordwise (Fx) forces were measured and post-processed with
a Chebyshev type II low pass filter. The lift (L) and drag (D) forces were computed with

L = Fy cos α − Fx sin α (1)

and
D = Fy sin α + Fx cos α, (2)

where Fy and Fx are the normal and the chordwise force components of the foil, and α193

is the angle of attack depicted in figure 5b. In this figure, α is defined positive in the194

counter clockwise direction. The lift and drag coefficients (CL, CD) were computed by195

nondimensionalising the force components by 0.5ρU2 A, where ρ is the water density, U196

is the freestream velocity and A is the product of the span and the chord of the foil.197

Membrane

a) b)

Trailing 

Camera view 

edge

Trailing 
edge

Leading 
edge

Membrane

Foil assembly

Foil assembly

Lateral 
orifice

� 

Figure 5. a) Final assembly of blade showing the membrane at the suction side of the blade and b)
side view from the blade with the membrane at an angle of attack of 10◦ in the water tunnel
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2.7. Testing conditions198

Although the purpose of this manuscript is to develop a low cost system for an199

oscillating membrane, it is important to contextualise the testing conditions chosen to200

verify the functionality of the system. The foil was tested at α = 10◦. The chord based201

Reynolds number was Re = 100, 000. Assuming low turbulence intensity, at these Re202

and α, the separation point of a NACA 0025 is at x/c ≈ 0.20 [44]. Because the location203

of the electromagnets is at x/c = 0.60, the testing condition ensured that the localised204

actuation of the membrane occurs within the separated boundary layer, similarly to the205

set-up of Jones et al. [40]. The tested frequencies were f1 = 0.10 Hz, f2 = 0.30 Hz and206

f3 = 0.73 Hz. The amplitude displacement of the membrane was 1.5 mm and measured207

with the optosensor. This displacement was obtained by converting the voltage output208

of the optosensor and by using the voltage distance conversion table of the manufacturer.209

Frequencies around f3 and amplitudes above 1 mm are enough to notice differences210

in the aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance of foils [40]. As such the testing211

conditions ensures that the mixing in the boundary layer is enhanced and a change in212

foil performance occurs.213

2.8. Error quantification214

The susceptibility of CL to changes in ρ, U and A can be expressed as

δCL =

√[
∂CL
∂A

δA
]2

+

[
∂CL
∂L

δL
]2

+

[
∂CL
∂ρ

δρ

]2
+

[
∂CL
∂U

δU
]2

, (3)

where δA, δL, δρ and δU are changes in A, L, ρ and U, respectively.215

In our experiments, δA = 0 m2, since the span and the chord of the foil remain216

constant. Previous work by Arredondo-Galeana and Viola [6,45] have shown that217

changes in the fluid temperature remain below 0.5◦C in this water flume during winter,218

particularly during the morning hours. As such, we consider δρ ≤ 0.001 kg/m3. We219

note that previous tests in the flume have shown that the steady state U is reached after220

approximately 1 minute [31] with the flow running. Hence, the flume was run for 10221

minutes prior to the force measurements. Subsequently, U was measured with laser222

Doppler velocimetry (LDV). The measurement was taken 1 m upstream of the model at223

the beginning and at the end of the force measurements. This yielded δU ≤ 0.001 m/s.224

Additionally, the flume was not shut down until the end of the measurements, to225

promote a low δU. Furthermore, once the foil was set at fixed α the only variable that226

was modified was DT in the Arduino software. Therefore, we consider δL < 0.001 N227

and δD < 0.001 N, as provided by the load cell manufacturer data sheet. With the above228

mentioned considerations, we obtain δCL = 0.003 N and δCD = 0.0002 N. To compute229

δCD, CD and D replace CL and L, respectively, in equation 3.230

Lastly, the systematic error in α is approximately ± 1◦. However, this error is231

constant in all of the force measurements, since the foil position did not change while the232

membrane was actuated. Therefore this error does not affect the susceptibility analysis.233

3. Results234

3.1. Membrane displacement characterisation235

The membrane deformation was measured both in still air and in running water in236

the water tunnel. Results are presented in figure 6a and figure 6b, respectively. The aim237

of the test in air was to check the operation of the assembly, whilst the test in water was238

performed to check that the membrane would deform under hydrodynamic loads. In239

the figures, the output of the optosensor is plotted for the slow, intermediate and fast240

actuation frequencies with black, blue and red markers, respectively. Figure 6a shows241

the test in still air, whilst figure 6b shows the test in running water. In both figures, the242

intermediate and fast actuation measurements are plotted with a vertical offset of 20 and243

40 mm, respectively, whilst the slow actuation measurement does not have an offset.244
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The membrane deformation (µ) was computed as follows. First, the distance to245

the membrane was computed from the voltage, which is a function of the distance246

to the reflective wall that is provided by the manufacturer. Because the optosensor is247

in near proximity to the membrane, the behaviour is linear and a first order equation248

was derived to convert voltages to distance in millimetres. Then, the mean distance to249

reflective wall (without noise) was subtracted from the signals to obtain µ. In this work,250

µ is estimated in running water at the slow actuation signal case. The two red horizontal251

dotted lines in figure 6b show that the amplitude of µ is approximately 1.5 mm. The252

amplitude is assumed to be the same for the intermediate and fast actuation cases, since253

the two PWM duty cycles are the same for the three deformation cases.254

Figure 6. Membrane displacement measurements in a) still air and b) running water at three
actuation frequencies: slow, intermediate and fast. It is noted that the intermediate and fast
actuation measurements are plotted with a vertical offset of 20 and 40 mm, respectively. The slow
actuation measurement does not have an offset.

Because the electromagnets were subject to two voltage levels only (see figure 2),255

the measured deformation at slow actuation resembles a square wave. Interested readers256

can find in the supplementary material of the manuscript a video of the membrane257

deformation in still air. As the actuation frequency increases, the shape of the signal258

resembles more the shape of a sinusoidal wave. The shape of the deformation could be259

adjusted if more voltage levels are included in the control algorithm. For the purpose of260

this study, we expect the fast actuation frequency to show a difference in hydrodynamic261

performance compared to the slow and intermediate actuation frequencies.262

The mean values of the membrane deformation decreased by about 2% when tested263

in running water, as opposed to the deformation measured in still air. This shows that264

the effectiveness of the control system is not significantly affected when tested under265

running water. The spread or width of the optosensor signal also decreased in water, as266

observed particularly in the slow actuation signals (black markers) of figures 6a and 6b.267

This could be due to additional damping provided by the water to the membrane.268

The noise of the membrane deformation measurements in still air and running269

water are compared in the polar plot of figure 7. The figure shows a polar plot where the270

radial coordinate is µ (membrane deformation in mm) for the slow and fast actuation271

cases, as shown in figure 6. The polar coordinate θ is the phase of one cycle of the272

slowest actuation case over a range of 0◦ < θ ≤ 360◦, where θ = 0◦ is defined as the273

rising edge of the signal. For the fast actuation case, 7.3 cycles are plotted and the rising274

edge of the first cycle is plotted at θ = 0◦. For clarity we show the slow and the fast275

actuation frequencies only. The outer rings correspond to the membrane deformation at276

fast actuation, whilst the inner rings corresponds to the membrane deformation at slow277

actuation. Light gray markers denote the tests in still air, while the dark markers denote278

the tests in running water. In the plot, the phase difference between the air and water279

signals is removed.280

The polar plot confirms that the mean values of the membrane deformation in still281

air and in running water are similar. It is noted that the noise of the signal increases in282
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water with the flume on, i.e. more outliers are identified in the running water measure-283

ments. The outliers, however, are not detrimental to detect the trend in deformation of284

the membrane. This is visible in the inner circle of the polar plot, where the trend of the285

deformation is not lost in the running water test. Hence, the results presented here show286

that submergence an operation in water is not detrimental to the actuation mechanism,287

despite of the slight increase of noise in the signal.288

Figure 7. Polar plot showing membrane deformation (µ) in still air and in running water for fast
actuation (outer rings) and slow actuation (inner rings). The same offset for the fast actuation case
is used as in figure 6.

3.2. Frequency analysis289

Lift and drag forces were recorded for a duration of 60 s at the three actuation290

frequencies. The power spectral density (PSD) of the L and D force measurements, and291

of the membrane deformation measurement (µ) are plotted versus the Strouhal number292

(St) in figure 8. Fast and intermediate actuation are plotted. Fast actuation is shown293

in black, whilst intermediate actuation is shown in red. Slow actuation is not plotted294

since no discernible peaks were detected in the signals. In the figure, the dotted lines295

correspond to L, the solid lines to D and the dashed dotted lines to µ. For clarity, the PSD296

of µ and L are displaced by a negative and a positive offset, respectively. We recall that297

St = f c/U, where f is the frequency, c is the chord of the foil and U is the free stream298

velocity.299

It can be seen, that at fast actuation (black lines) a peak in µ is detected at around300

St = 0.29, whilst at intermediate actuation (red lines) the peak is broader and detected301

around St = 0.12. The peaks are confirmed in the PSD signals of L and D at both fast302

(black) and intermediate (red) actuation. St = 0.29 and 0.12 correspond to frequencies of303

0.73 Hz and 0.30 Hz, respectively. Both St are highlighted to the left of the figure with304

black vertical dotted lines.305

We note that considering low Reynolds numbers, the fast actuation St is within306

the range of numbers that have been identified in the literature to increase lift and307

decrease drag [40]. Hence the most significant changes in lift and drag are expected at308

St = 0.29. Furthermore, the ratio between the high and intermediate frequency peaks is309

approximately 2.5 and it corresponds to the inverse ratio of the time delays (DT) utilised310

in the control algorithm for fast and intermediate actuation. The time delays are DT =311

100 ms for fast and DT = 250 ms for intermediate actuation. At slow actuation (DT =312

1000 ms), and as mentioned previously, no discernible peak is identified and therefore313
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the signals are not included in the figure. The time delays were specified in the PWM314

routine of the Arduino UNO code, and the code is available as supplementary material.315

According to Yarusevitch et al. [46], the Strouhal number due to vortex shedding316

of a NACA 0025 at α = 10◦ is St∗ = 2.5, where the characteristic length is the projected317

area of the foil over a plane normal to inflow and given by c sinα. Here, we note that318

the PSD of the force signals show a peak at St = 14.4, which is highlighted with a red319

vertical dotted line to the right of figure 8. Considering that in this work α = 10◦, this320

is equivalent to a St∗ = 2.5. Although PIV and wake measurements were not carried321

out for this work, this comparison shows that vortex shedding could also occur in this322

modified NACA 0025 foil. The additional peaks, to the left of the vortex shedding St323

could be related to mechanical vibrations in the rig, since these peaks have been detected324

in the same rig with different geometries by the first author [31] and also possibly, due325

to membrane-fluid interactions.326
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Figure 8. Power spectra density of Lift L (dotted), drag D (solid) and membrane deformation
(µ) curves at two actuation frequencies, fast (black) and intermediate (red). Frequency peaks are
identified at St = 0.3 at fast actuation, whilst St = 0.12 at intermediate actuation.

3.3. Time averaged lift coefficient, drag coefficient and lift to drag ratio327

The measured time averaged CL, CD and CL/CD at α = 10◦ are shown in figure 9a,328

9b and 9c, respectively. In each subfigure, the three membrane actuation frequencies ( f1 -329

slow, f2 - intermediate, f3 - fast) are shown from left to right. Results in 9a and 9b show330

a 1% increase in the mean CL and a 6% drop in the mean CD, as the membrane actuation331

changes from f1 to f3. The gain in lift and drop in drag coefficients translate into a 7%332

gain in the mean CL/CD ratio. This is shown in figure 9c, as the actuation frequency333

changes from f1 to f3. Error bars are included in figures 9a and 9b, to highlight ±δCL334

and ±δCD, as computed in section 2.8. It is noted that although the differences in CL are335

small, the differences in CD are significant and surpass the computed error bars.336

Results of figure 9 show that the oscillating membrane has a higher impact in CD337

than in CL. Hence oscillating membranes could be complementary to load alleviation338

technology that modifies CL, for example, passive trailing edge flaps that mitigate peak339

loading in fluctuating flows [31,47].340

It is worth noting that the trend in results presented here are in line with the trends341

found by Jones et al. [40] at low Reynolds with periodic surface morphing in wind342

tunnel experiments. We recall however that although the trends are consistent, the343

actuation mechanism between this study and that from Jones et al. [40] is different and344

more economical. Here we have used an off the shelf low voltage approach to actuate an345
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electromagnetic membrane under water, as opposed to the use of high voltage macro346

fibre composites in a wind tunnel.347

Figure 9. Time averaged CL, CD and CL/CD of at f1, f2 and f3, which correspond to low, inter-
mediate and fast membrane actuation frequencies, respectively. Error bars for CL and CD are
included in the figure.

3.4. Potential applications of technology348

This section highlights potential applications for actively controlled membranes,349

such as the one presented in this paper. As such, we identify underwater applications350

where a reduction of CD and an increase in the CL/CD ratio would be beneficial. We351

note that although the membrane utilised in this study is not originally designed for352

underwater applications, it serves as a proof of concept. Hence, this work can help353

towards the design of a tailored magnetoelastic membrane for underwater applications,354

in which the actuation principle could be electromagnetic. With this in mind, we now355

present some examples, where such system could be employed.356

3.4.1. Marine renewable energy harvesters357

Marine renewables is a growing field, where reduction of the Levelised Cost of358

Energy (LCoE) and improved reliability are primary goals. Both tidal and wave energy359

devices aim to harness the energy from the ocean with a diversity of technologies. A360

few of these technologies utilise blades to generate lift and mechanical power, which361

is transformed to electric power by a generator. We analyse two examples, in which362

oscillating membranes could be incorporated to the blades of these devices. First, tidal363

turbines and secondly, wave cycloidal rotors.364

According to Scarlett et al. [13,48], flow separation in a tidal turbine blade can occur365

throughout the whole span of the blade when the turbine is operated at a suboptimal366

tip speed ratio (λ). Due to the unsteady marine environment, optimal operation is not367

always possible, therefore flow separation through the span of blade is likely to occur.368

This can result in load oscillations that decrease the fatigue life of the turbine, and in369

power peaks that require an over-designed power rated generator. Localised oscillating370

membranes along the span of the blade could help in mitigating these peaks. The371

membranes could be small inserts on the suction side of the blade and be hydrostatically372

balanced.373

For a 1-MW turbine in large wave conditions, flow separation accounts for about374

6% reduction in the power coefficient of a horizontal tidal turbine [13]. For a 1 MW375

tidal turbine, this translates into 60 kW of loss power. Considering that the type of376

electromagnet required for the blade would be smaller than a scrap magnet, then the377

required power for an electromagnetic membrane would be below 60 kW.378

Active oscillating membranes could also be beneficial to wave energy harvesters,379

such as wave cycloidal rotors. These rotors are a technology under recent research and380

development, due to their power capture potential [15,49,50]. A typical wave cycloidal381
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rotor has its rotor axis aligned parallel to the wave crest and its rotation is driven by a382

set of blades with uniform cross section. The frequency of rotation is the same as that of383

the incoming wave, but the phase of rotation is different in order to generate lift on the384

blades.385

Because the blades are of uniform cross section, the full surface of the blade could386

be made of magnetoelastic material and be hydrostatically balanced. The inclusion387

of oscillating membranes would prevent losses due to drag, which are estimated to388

be around 25% of the available energy in a wave [49]. Therefore, for large scale wave389

cyclorotors (≥ 0.5 MW), the energy required to actuate the electromagnets would remain390

below the energy loss due to viscous losses.391

3.4.2. Boat appendages392

Boat appendages such as foils and rudders are streamlined and their efficiency (and393

thus the boat speed) depends on CL/CD. While rudders are used to manoeuvre the boat,394

foils are used to lift the hull above water level. Modifications to both rudders and foils395

have been developed consistently and some examples include flapped rudders, flapped396

foils, flettner rudders, active rudders, tubercle rudders [51,52].397

It is possible to incorporate actively controlled membranes to rudders and foils to398

improve CL/CD and performance. In this case, energy expenditure would be required,399

however, the actuation system could incorporate systems such as solar panels to make400

the energy expenditure sustainable.401

3.4.3. Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)402

In autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) drag reduction is typically pursued403

with shape optimisation [53]. Oscillating membranes could help in reducing the drag or404

resistance generated by the hull of the AUV. Oscillating membranes can also increase405

the CL/CD ratio of the lifting control surfaces. The energy saved in propulsion due to406

hull drag reduction could be used to balance the energy expenditure in the oscillating407

membranes. Alternatively, novel energy technologies such as fuel cells could be used to408

activate the membranes [54].409

Hence, the above mentioned applications fall within the solution scope of low cost410

actively controlled membranes to delay flow separation in an underwater environment411

and at low Reynolds numbers.412

4. Conclusions413

It has been shown that actively controlled oscillating membranes can renergise the414

boundary layer on the suction side of a foil and delay flow separation. This can increase415

the lift to drag ratio of foils and blades, by increasing lift and decreasing drag. Most416

of these studies have been performed for air applications in wind tunnels. Here, we417

demonstrate for the first time, to the best knowledge of the authors, that such control418

strategy can also be performed in water at low cost for underwater applications.419

To demonstrate the applicability of such control strategy at low cost in water, we420

covered the suction side of a 3D printed foil with an off the shelf electromagnetic mem-421

brane. The membrane was actuated via electromagnets and its deformation measured422

with an optosensor inside the body of the foil. The performance of the actuation system423

was tested in still air and in running water. The deformation of the membrane behaved424

similarly in both of these tests.425

The foil was positioned at a fixed angle of attack (10◦) in the water tunnel to measure426

the impact of the membrane deformation in the hydrodynamic performance of the foil.427

Two voltage levels were used to control the electromagnets and the deformation of the428

membrane, and three actuation frequencies were tested: slow, intermediate and fast. At429

fast actuation, when St = 0.29, the lift increased by 1%, whilst the drag and lift to drag430

ratio dropped by 6% and 7%, respectively.431
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We note that the research data and the proposed technology, describe the pro-432

cesses and measurements of the aerodynamic quality, only within the framework of433

the placement of the measuring equipment relative to the separation point. In this case434

the electromagnets were located at x/c = 0.6. Assuming low turbulence intensity and435

considering Re = 10, 000 and α = 10◦, the separation point was expected to be around436

x/c ≈ 0.2. Therefore, the results presented on this paper do not relate to other chord437

based Reynolds numbers nor to different positioning of the electromagnets.438

The results presented in this work show that oscillating membranes are effective for439

underwater applications. Importantly, low cost actuation mechanisms such as the one440

implemented here could be developed for marine applications. Finally, we summarise441

the realm of possible applications for this type of technology, which include tidal turbines,442

wave cycloidal rotors, boat appendages and AUVs, among others.443
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